KECO Coatings: KECO 100

KECO 100 is a non-stick liquid Teflon® coating that offers lubrication for heat-sensitive substrates and release properties resistant to extreme temperatures. This one coat process is excellent for low-friction and corrosion resistance.

Properties:

Colors: Black
Green- Slow release
Green FEP- Excellent release
Brown: Medium release

Corrosion: Resists most aggressive organic and inorganic solvents

Maximum Temperature: 500°F Continuous

Lowest temperature: Cryogenic temperatures

Coating Thickness: .0007”-.0015”

FDA Compliant: YES

Example Applications:
Shoe molds
Food molds
Rotational molds
Mixers
Rollers
Ink pans
Ink sumps
Hoppers
Vibratory Feeders
Dies